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		Harness the untapped potential of combining a decentralized Internet of Things (IoT) with the ability to make predictions on real-world fuzzy data. This book covers the theory behind machine learning models and shows you how to program and assemble a voice-controlled security.

	
		You’ll learn the differences between supervised and unsupervised learning and how the nuts-and-bolts of a neural network actually work. You’ll also learn to identify and measure the metrics that tell how well your classifier is doing. An overview of other types of machine learning techniques, such as genetic algorithms, reinforcement learning, support vector machines, and anomaly detectors will get you up and running with a familiarity of basic machine learning concepts. Chapters focus on the best practices to build models that can actually scale and are flexible enough to be embedded in multiple applications and easily reusable.

	
		With those concepts covered, you’ll dive into the tools for setting up a network to collect and process the data points to be fed to our models by using some of the ubiquitous and cheap pieces of hardware that make up today's home automation and IoT industry, such as the RaspberryPi, Arduino, ESP8266, etc. Finally, you’ll put things together and work through a couple of practical examples. You’ll deploy models for detecting the presence of people in your house, and anomaly detectors that inform you if some sensors have measured something unusual. And you’ll add a voice assistant that uses your own model to recognize your voice. 

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Develop a voice assistant to control your IoT devices
	
			Implement Computer Vision to detect changes in an environment
	
			Go beyond simple projects to also gain a grounding machine learning in general
	
			See how IoT can become "smarter" with the inception of machine learning techniques
	
			Build machine learning models using TensorFlow and OpenCV


	
		Who This Book Is For

	


	
		Makers and amateur programmers interested in taking simple IoT projects to the next level using TensorFlow and machine learning. Also more advanced programmers wanting an easy on ramp to machine learning concepts.
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Principles of Digital CommunicationCambridge University Press, 2008

	The renowned communications theorist Robert Gallager brings his lucid writing style to the study of the fundamental system aspects of digital communication for a one-semester course for graduate students. With the clarity and insight that have characterized his teaching and earlier textbooks, he develops a simple framework and then combines...
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Modeling & Simulation-Based Data Engineering: Introducing Pragmatics into Ontologies for Net-Centric Information ExchangeAcademic Press, 2007

	Data Engineering has become a necessary and critical activity for business, engineering, and scientific organizations as the move to service oriented architecture and web services moves into full swing. Notably, the US Department of Defense is mandating that all of its agencies and contractors assume a defining presence on the Net-centric...
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PowerPoint 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Master PowerPoint and improve your presentation skills-with one book!


	It's no longer enough to have slide after slide of text, bullets, and charts. It's not even enough to have good speaking skills if your PowerPoint slides bore your audience. Get the very most out of all that PowerPoint 2010 has to offer while also...
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Essential Windows Phone 7.5: Application Development with Silverlight (Microsoft Windows Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011


	I have never owned a PalmPilot. But I have owned palmtops and smartphones.

	I dived into writing software for a plethora of different devices but

	never got very far. My problem was that the story of getting software onto

	the phones was chaotic and I didn’t see how the marketing of software

	for phones would lead to a...
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termcap & terminfo (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1988

	
		While termcap and terminfo are no longer as important as they once were, due to the growth of the X terminal market and increased standardization among ASCII terminals, handling different terminal types can still be a headache for system administrators. The termcap and terminfo databases are UNIX's solution to the difficulty of...
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Fundamentals of Relational Database Management Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Information is a valuable resource to an organization. Computer software provides an efficient means of processing information, and database systems are becoming increasingly common means by which it is possible to store and retrieve information in an effective manner. This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database management...
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